UTA CANVAS NEWS 05 - March 04, 2019

CAMS UPDATES

- Courses scheduled to be taught for Summer I started \textit{truestudent} migration on February 26. Faculty are receiving warning logs in their Canvas e-mail addresses about completing the process with more than 100 GB. The list of Group 4 courses, which includes the rest of our offerings, will be finalized by March 10. College champions are also working on the list of Group 3 courses, which covers Fall and Spring 2019.

- The Business Technology Service Team continues working with non-academics to assist them with the Canvas migration. The completion department will migrate their courses from Blackboard to Canvas and they are currently in pre-migration phase. Training has been provided to HR, Student Services, and Academic Affairs.

- The grade integration with MyMav and Canvas is in development by our technical team. The grade contexts are in Canvas and it is a reminder to ensure that enough staff will be available to assist them.

- The Canvas Team meets weekly with AP representatives to ensure that communication to faculty is aligned.

CAMS TRAINING

- The IT Helpdesk is holding training training sessions in March to assist faculty with specific tools like Canvas. These sessions will be available on campus and also via Zoom. For a scheduled calendar and notifications, please visit \texttt{canvas.uta.edu}.

- In-person training sessions continue to be available during Canvas Open Lab every Friday from 2 – 4 pm, in the Haggard Library Room 319. Faculty are invited to ensure that enough staff will be available to assist them.

- Training also continues for non-academics like the UTD library to help them identifying best practices and strategies into Canvas. Training is offered by OIT and those interested can register here.

CAMS CONTACT INFORMATION

- Transition Website: \texttt{www.canvas.uta.edu}
- Transition Team: \texttt{canvasteam@uta.edu}
- Canvas lighthouse: \texttt{canvasteam@uta.edu}
- Canvas Webinars: \texttt{canvasteam@uta.edu}
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Canvas includes a new student portal, and it is integrated in Canvas as a preferred Canvas partner. This Faculty@line is designed to assist students to spot potential content on web pages, term reservations, and so on. Canvas Team is testing rolled out an experiment to prevent any type of copyright issues.

Students are using the portal to access their Unicheck report. Some of the benefits include reducing the risk of plagiarism, increasing student awareness, and reducing the cost of the service. In addition, Canvas provides a summary report that is written in simpler language. Faculty have also tested it and found it to be user-friendly.
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